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We encourage you to view the abstracts prior to the session:
• On 8 June abstract bodies will be available for EAU members in the EAU21
Resource Centre.
• On 1 July abstract bodies and 5-minute explanatory presentations will be available
for all delegates on the EAU21 Congress platform.
The presentations in this poster session (1 minute in length) are divided into groups,
followed by discussion time to address questions from the audience and the
chairpersons.
Learning objectives
Evidence-based medicine: Guidelines and real life assessment
In this session, the current EAU-Guidelines, covering several topics, will be presented
in a brief and informative format. The Guidelines session will include Oncology- and
Non-Oncology topics in Urology. The presenters, who are members of the respective
Guidelines panels, will focus on new developments and research findings on each
topic. In summary, the audience will get an up-to-date comprehensive overview of
novel developments and recommendations on various topics of the current EAU
Guidelines.

14:00 - 14:01

Introduction

P0298

Evaluation of oncological outcomes and data quality in studies assessing nerve
sparing versus non-nerve sparing radical prostatectomy in non-metastatic
prostate cancer: A systematic review
L. Moris, Leuven (BE)

P0299

Diagnostic and prognostic factors in patients with prostate cancer
K. Beyer, London (GB)

P0300

Evaluating Patient-Reported Outcomes Measures (PROMs) for localised prostate
cancer: A systematic review using the Consensus-based Standard for the
selection of health Measurement Instruments (COSMIN) methodology
M.M. Ratti, Milan (IT)

P0301

Testicular tumors in prepubertal boys: A new chapter in 2021 EAU/ESPU
Paediatric Urology guidelines
J.S.L.T. Quaedackers, Groningen (NL)

P0302

Which ultrasound or MRI characteristics demonstrate the highest diagnostic
accuracy in identifying malignancy in males with indeterminate lesions of the
testis? A systematic review
M. Ager, London (GB)

P0303

What are the different diagnostic tests for female Bladder Outlet Obstruction
(fBOO)? A systematic review from the European Association of Urology nonneurogenic female LUTS Guidelines Panel
K.H. Pang, Sheffield (GB)
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P0304

Benefits and harms of conservative, pharmacological, and surgical management
options for women with bladder outlet obstruction: A systematic review from the
European Association of Urology non-neurogenic female LUTS guidelines panel
B. Peyronnet, Rennes (FR)

P0305

Management of women with overactive bladder syndrome: A systematic review
with meta-analysis of benefits and potential harms of surgical and non-surgical
treatment options by the EAU non-neurogenic female LUTS Guidelines panel
F. Farag, Norwich (GB)

P0306

A systematic review of patients’ values, preferences and expectations for the
diagnosis and treatment of male Lower Urinary Tract Symptoms (LUTS)
S. Malde, Epsom (GB)

P0307

Efficacy and safety of surgical treatments for neurogenic stress urinary
incontinence in adults: A systematic review
S. Musco, Florence (IT)

P0308

Benefits and harms of Botulinum Toxin-A in the treatment of chronic pelvic pain
syndromes: Systematic review by the EAU Chronic Pelvic Pain Panel
B. Parsons, Exeter (GB)

P0309

Update of the EAU/ESPU guidelines on urinary tract infections in children
L.A. 't Hoen, Rotterdam (NL)

P0310

EAU recommendations for the diagnosis and treatment of human papillomavirus
infections in men
T. Cai, Trento (IT)

14:14 - 14:26

Discussion

P0311

Treatment outcomes of bladder stones in children: A systematic review of >1000
cases on behalf of the European Association of Urology Urolithiasis Guideline
Panel
N.D. Davis, Dublin (IE)

P0312

Rare conditions in paediatric patients: New chapter in 2021 EAU Paediatric
Urology guidelines
N.R. Bhatt, cambridge (GB)

P0313

Are there any benefits of using an inlay graft in the treatment of primary
hypospadias in children? A systematic review and metanalysis
M.S. Silay, Istanbul (TR)

P0314

Re-Tur + BCG vs. upfront BCG in high-risk non-muscle invasive bladder cancer:
Rationale for a feasibility phase of a randomized controlled study
P. Gontero, Turin (IT)

P0315

Free graft augmentation urethroplasty for bulbar urethral strictures – Which
technique is best? A systematic review
R. Barratt, Halton (GB)

P0316

Surgical treatment of male Lichen Sclerosus-related urethral strictures disease:
State of the art
F. Esperto, Rome (IT)
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P0317

What is the relationship between penile cancer and the microbiome? A scoping
review
V. Granados-Duque, Cali (CO)

P0318

Effectiveness of non-surgical therapies in the treatment of non-sickle cell diseaserelated ischemic priapism - findings from a systematic review
P. Capogrosso, Milano (IT)

P0319

What is the effectiveness of surgical and non-surgical therapies in the treatment of
ischemic priapism in patients with sickle cell disease? A systematic review
M. Gül, Konya (TR)

P0320

The association between the partial thrombosis of the corpus cavernosum, partial
priapism and hard flaccid syndrome. A scoping review
G. Ocampo, Medellin (CO)

P0321

Effectiveness of interventions in patients who develop graft nephrolithiasis after
kidney transplantation: A systematic review
R. Boissier, Marseille (FR)

P0322

Impact of the implementation of the EAU Guidelines recommendation on reporting
and grading of complications in patients undergoing robot assisted radical
cystectomy: A systematic review
P. Dell'Oglio, Milan (IT)

P0323

Reducing the risk of postoperative complications after robot-assisted radical
prostatectomy in prostate cancer patients: results of a prospective audit and
feedback intervention following the implementation of prospective data collection
G. Rosiello, Bacoli (IT)

P0324

A systematic review on the impact of surgeon and hospital caseload volume on
oncological and non-oncological outcomes after radical prostatectomy for nonmetastatic prostate cancer
T. Van Den Broeck, Leuven (BE)

P0325

Development of a classification system for reporting postoperative complications
in prostate cancer patients treated with robot-assisted radical prostatectomy: A
comprehensive analysis based on the EAU guidelines recommendations
G. Rosiello, Bacoli (IT)

P0326

Real-life implementation and survival outcomes of geriatric-assessement-based
guidelines for treatment decision in older patients with prostate cancer: The
ELCAPA-26 cohort study
A. González Serrano, Verneuil-sur-Seine (FR)

14:42 - 14:54

Discussion

14:54 - 14:59

Expert summary
To be confirmed
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